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As in my first visit to Kyoto University in March 2012 to attend the winter school, I 
discussed with Professor Sasaki the  new recent developments on the effective field theory 
approach to the model of two-field inflaton with one inflation and one massive isocurvaton.  
After integrated out the heavy field, people can get an action of an effective single field, or  
gelton as proposed by Tolley et. al. The power spectrum of curvature perturbation is then 
revised by the effective sound speed of the new action. At that time, we discussed the 
possibility to investigate the model by another independent method, the in-in formulism, as 
to check the validity of effective field theory approach when the isocurvaton mass is large, 
whose result can be extended to non-linear level as well in this method.  
 
 
We have collaborated and accomplish the draft in a few months following. In this draft we 
have successfully got the correct correction to the power spectrum of the curvature 
perturbation in a constant-turn case of a quasi-single field inflation and has proven the 
validity of EFT to linear level in the same case. In July I was invited by Professor Sasaki to 



YITP again when we discussed how to realize the scenario in a specific model. We have 
conceived a two field model which has two stages of inflations. In the first stage, the inflaton 
rolls down from a large-field region of a power-law potential. When it reaches the minima of 
the potential, it makes a right-angle turn and rolls down from a saddle point of the potential 
to a true vacuum. In this model we can realize the quasi-single field scenario at the saddle 
point, and compare the result got by the in-in and delta N formulism. This work is now 
under progress, also collaborating with Yingli Zhang, a doctorial candidate in YITP. 
 
After I’ve been to YITP from late September via the GCOE BIEP project, we begin to focus 
on the non-Gaussianity in the massive limit of QSI and EFT. Till now, all of the efforts trying 
to calculate the non-Gaussianity of EFT approach to multifeld inflation is limited to linear 
case, which means when they try to integrated out the heavy fields and get the effective 
single field, only the linear equation of motion is considered. In that case, the nonlinearity of 
the heavy fields is neglected, which may be important and overwhelm the nonlinearity of the 
effective single field. So we try to calculate the non-Gaussianity contributed by the 
three-isocurvaton interaction of the QSI by in-in formulism, and find it is of equilateral 
shape and may be large. This result can be compared with that obtained by nonlinear 
effective field theory, which is also under progress. During this period, our previous work 
was published as JCAP 1210(2012) 051 after some revision. 
 
In November, I went to Tokyo and attended the JGRG 2012 conference at RESCEU in 
University of Tokyo. I gave a lecture about my past and current work with Professor Sasaki 
there, and discussed a lot with other participants who were also interested in this topic. 
During my stay in YITP later, I also attend the Long Term Workshop on Gravityand 
Cosmology 2012 as well as Nishiomiya Yukawa Symposium: New Waves in Gravity and 
Cosmology. I’ve studied much in the various talks.  
 
In the end, permit me to appreciate my acknowledge to the GCOE BIEP project and to 
Professor Misao Sasaki, who provides me the opportunity to visit YITP this time and have 
fruitful discussion and collaborations with the professors and young scientists there. 
 
 

 


